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Asymmetric lenses

<body> 
<p>content</p>	
<script>	
/*	JS	code 
			for	UI		*/	
</script>	
</body>

Source (HTML)
content
View

get	::	S	→	Maybe	V

put	::	S	→	V	→	Maybe	S

data	Maybe	a 
		=	Nothing 
		|	Just	a

put	s	v	=	Just	sʹ		⇒		get	sʹ		=	Just	v

get	s			=	Just	v			⇒		put	s	v	=	Just	s

PutGet (Correctness)

GetPut (Hippocraticness)

  executable consistency specification

  consistency restorer
Well-behavedness



Bidirectional programming

l, r	:	two lenses between the same source and view types
l.put	=	r.put		⇒		l.get	=	r.get

Programming putback transformations, from which  
the forward transformations are derived

BiGUL

Well-behavedness guaranteed by construction



An axiomatic semantics for BiGUL, for 
reasoning about bidirectional behaviour 

solely in the putback direction
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Two strategies in BiGUL
keepHeight	::	BiGUL	(Int,	Int)	Int 
keepHeight	= 
		rearrV	v	→	(v,	())	
						replace 
				×	skip	const	()

resetHeight	::	BiGUL	(Int,	Int)	Int 
resetHeight	= 
		case	
				normal	(w,	_)	v	|	w	==	v	exit	_	
						skip	fst	
				adaptive	_	_	
						λ	_	v	→	(v,	0)



Putback triples

∀s,	v.		R	s	v	⇒ 
								∃sʹ.		b.put	s	v	=	Just	s  ́
											∧		Rʹ	sʹ	s	v

{R}	b	{Rʹ}

precondition: a binary relation on original source and view
postcondition: a ternary relation on updated source, 
                            original source, and view

soundness



Two putback triples

{	_	_	}	keepHeight 
{	(wʹ,	hʹ)	(_,	h)	v	|	wʹ	=	v	∧	hʹ	=	h	}

{	_	_	}	resetHeight 
{	(wʹ,	hʹ)	(w,	h)	v	|	wʹ	=	v	
																				∧	(w	=	v	⇒	hʹ	=	h) 
																				∧	(w	≠	v	⇒	hʹ	=	0)	}

consistency retentiveness



Atomic operations

{	_	_	}	replace	{	sʹ	_	v	|	sʹ	=	v	}

replace	::	BiGUL	S	S	
skip				::	(S	->	V)	->	BiGUL	S	V

{	s	v	|	f	s	=	v	}	skip	f	{	sʹ	s	_	|	sʹ	=	s	}



Product
(×)	::	BiGUL	S	V 
				->	BiGUL	T	W 
				->	BiGUL	(S,	T)	(V,	W)

{L}	l	{Lʹ}				{R}	r	{Rʹ}
{L	*	R}	l	×	r	{Lʹ	*	Rʹ}

{L	*	R}	=	{	(s,t)	(v,w)	|	L	s	v		∧		R	t	w	}



(View) rearrangement

rearrV	vpat	→	wpat	::	BiGUL	S	W	->	BiGUL	S	V

{	s	vpat	|	P	}	rearrV	vpat	→	wpat;	b 
{	sʹ	s	vpat	|	Pʹ	}

{	s	wpat	|	P	}	b	{	sʹ	s	wpat	|	Pʹ	}



Verifying keepHeight
{	_	_	}
rearrV	v	→	(v,	())
		{	_	(_,	())	}
				{	_	_	}
				replace
				{	wʹ	_	v	|	wʹ	=	v	}
		×
				{	_	()	|	const	()	s	=	()	}
				skip	const	()
				{	hʹ	h	()	|	hʹ	=	h	}
		{	(wʹ,	hʹ)	(_,	h)	(v,	())	|	wʹ	=	v	∧	hʹ	=	h	}
{	(wʹ,	hʹ)	(_,	h)	v	|	wʹ	=	v	∧	hʹ	=	h	}

				{	_	()	}



Forward behaviour
If				{	R	}	b	{	sʹ	_	v	|	C	sʹ	v	}	
then		Graph(b.get)	∩	R		⊆		C

Graph(b.get)	s	v		≡		b.get	s	=	Just	v

{	_	_	}	keepHeight	{	(wʹ,	_)	_	v	|	wʹ	=	v	}
keepHeight.get	(w,	h)	=	Just	v		⇒		w	=	v

No idea about the domain of get
Solution: domain of get = range of put



Range triples

input range: binary relation on original source and view
output range: unary predicate on updated source

∀s.		Pʹ	s	⇒ 
					∃v.		b.get	s	=	Just	v 
							∧		R	s	v

{{	R	}}		b		{{	Pʹ	}}

soundness

{{	_	_	}}	keepHeight	{{	_	}}



Range of keepHeight
{{	_	_	}}
rearrV	v	→	(v,	())
		{{	_	(_,	())	}}
				{{	_	_	}}
				replace
				{{	_	}}
		×
				{{	_	()	|	const	()	s	=	()	}}
				skip	const	()
				{{	_	}}
		{{	_	}}
{{	_	}}



Total forward consistency
If					{	R	}		b		{	sʹ	_	v	|	C	sʹ	v	} 
						{{	R	}}	b	{{	Pʹ	}}	
then		∀s.	Pʹ	s	⇒	∃v.	b.get	s	=	Just	v	∧	C	s	v

{	_	_	}	keepHeight 
{	(wʹ,	hʹ)	(_,	h)	v	|	wʹ	=	v	∧	hʹ	=	h	}

{{	_	_	}}	keepHeight	{{	_	}}

keepHeight.get	(w,	h)	=	Just	w



Issues



Lens composition

l r
l	`Compose`	r

a

c

b

b’a’

Compose	::	BiGUL	a	b	->	BiGUL	b	c	->	BiGUL	a	c

Currently: have a chaotic rule  
which is difficult to use Want: a nice and usable rule or 

even a better-behaved composition



Recursive programs
keyAlign	::	Eq	k	=>	(s	->	k)	->	(v	->	k) 
									->	BiGUL	s	v	->	(v	->	s)	->	BiGUL	[s]	[v]	
keyAlign	ks	kv	b	c	=	
		case	
				normal	[]	[]	exit	[]	
						rearrV	[]	→	()	
						skip	const	()	
				normal	(s:ss)	(v:vs)	|	ks	s	==	kv	v	exit	(_:_)	
						rearrS	(s:ss)	→	(s,	ss) 
								rearrV	(v:vs)	→	(v,	vs)	
												b 
										×	keyAlign	ks	kv	b	c	
				adaptive	ss	(v:vs)	|	kv	v	`elem`	map	ks	ss	
						\ss	(v:_)	->	uncurry	(:)	(extract	(kv	v)	ss)	
				adaptive	(_:_)	[]	
						\_	_	->	[]	
				adaptive	_	(_:_)	
						\ss	(v:_)	->	c	v	:	ss	
		where	extract	::	...

Currently: have proof rules based on 
termination measures, roughly justified

Want: a revised Agda model 
either allowing non-termination or 
providing terminating fixed-points



Want: proof-relevance
[	("Zhenjiang",	1000)	
,	("Josh"					,		400)	
,	("Jeremy"			,	2000)	]

[	"Zhenjiang"	
,	"Jeremy"	
,	"Josh"	]

Delta

{	True	}	align	{	consistency	&	retentiveness	}

{	how source and view elements correspond	} 
align	{	position-wise correspondences	& 
								how source elements are retained	}



Summary
• Bidirectional programming in BiGUL: write the put 

direction and obtain the get direction for free 

• Axiomatic semantics for BiGUL: reason solely in the 
put direction about behaviour of both directions 

• Issues to be investigated: composition, recursion, 
and proof-relevance

Thanks!




